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Faculty Adds Five Fresh Faces

New teachers include clockwise from bottom left: Kenrick 
McNish (Science), José Turcios (Spanish), Melinda Palmquist (Science), 
Stephen Soden (English), and Matt Honohan (History) (Photos by Cesare Ciccanti)

BY SAM NOVEY AND JED DIAMOND

A New Year, A Sad Farewell to Mr. Givens
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Melinda Palmquist
 This year, the Gilman science department was faced with the 
daunting task of replacing two great Gilman men, Mr. Shields and Dr. 
Lewis, both of whom had become pillars of the Gilman community. 
Though the auditorium will be eerily silent without the sound of Mr. 

Shields’ trumpet and the Physics office conspicuously 
empty without Dr. Lewis’  aging bicycle, the 

science department welcomes the addition 
of Melinda Palmquist.

 Ms.Palmquist will teach sections 
of AP Physics and Physical Science and will 

coach JV soccer (as well as enjoy the excellent 
air conditioning of the science building.) She 
comes to Gilman from the St. James School 

in Hagerstown where she has taught for the 
last four years. She received her B.A. from 

Wittenberg College and just recently received a 
Masters in Physics education from the University 

of Virginia.
 Gilman’s stellar reputation in the community 

as well as its status as a single sex school were the 
main attractions for Ms. Palmquist. “I think it will 
be good for the students to have a woman around.”  

“It will be tough but different and interesting as 
well.”

 Ms. Palmquist’s teaching career is a hopeful tale for 
all of us young people who are not yet sure of what pro-
fession they want to enter.  On her teaching beginnings, 

she notes, “I fell into it; I didn’t know what I wanted to 
do after college and I thought I would try teaching.” Five 

years later she could not be happier with her decision. “I 
love teaching.”

continued on page 3

“It wasn’t just a job to him where 
he was punching the clock; he 
was truly interested in the people 
he was working with and for”
 -Mr. White

 “That’s it?” were the words running 
through Mr. Givens’ head as he cleaned 
out his desk in Carey Hall’s basement 
corridor on an early July afternoon.  The 
NFL power rankings were down, the 
Dallas Cowboys mug was packed away, 
and all that remained was one final exit, 
through the same door, with its unas-
suming “Dean’s Assistant” label, that 
had stood open to so many students in 
the past few years.  The halls were silent, 
now, the hallway bustle quelled by the 
summer holidays, but word travels fast 
in cases like these, and Mr. Givens’ quiet 

departure would soon draw a much 
louder reaction.  After all, comments 
Cooper Hitt `06, “I think everyone’s 
going to miss him – I can’t think of any 
student that’s not going to miss him.  
And any faculty that I’ve seen him inter-
act with, it goes beyond a professional 
relationship, it’s a friendship thing.”  
Still, something about the scene savored 
of anticlimax.  More than five years 
service to the community – in every 
capacity from the copyroom where he 
began his career, to the dean’s office, 
to the track, the tennis courts, and the 
gridiron where he was one of the few 
staff members to volunteer his services 
as a coach – and yet he was leaving the 
building alone.  For a man so modest it 
was not the lack of fanfare that rankled.  
Rather, it was the empty feeling left by 

so many services yet to be rendered, 
so many dreams yet to be pursued, so 
many lives yet to be touched. 

Mr. Givens was very influential 
in the kids’ lives – every single 
one of them that came into con-
tact with him.  I know that having 
personally gotten to know him.”

-Ms. Patience Brown P’07

Ms. Brown remembers.  For her son 
Maxwell, Mr. Givens acted occasionally 
as teacher, tutor, and even father.  Says 
she, looking back on tougher days, “[Mr. 
Givens] was like a mediator between me 
and Maxwell, encouraging him, really 
communicating to him the importance 
of getting work done, giving him that 
instrumental fatherly advice.”  Mr. 

Givens pulled Max into his office to help 
with his vocabulary.  When he needed a 
ride home, Mr. Givens could help When 
there was a problem that needed heal-
ing, it was Mr. Givens who held the door 
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Senioritis...The Horrors of A New Year 
BY AUSTIN REDWOOD

 Amid the jokes and the 
jabs, the suggestive acronyms 
and cinematic allusions that 
characterized much of the 
speechmaking during the 2005 
student body elections, there came 
at least one thing meriting further 
comment: the issue of the Gilman 
administration’s attitude towards 
its student-run newspaper was 
finally, formally addressed by 

several students.  Contention over 
the muffling of student voices had 
at last reached such a pitch as to 
be clearly, directly, and seriously 
considered by the student body.  

The students were 
unhappy, and ready to speak out. 
Yet no one sent the News a letter, 
essay, cartoon, handwritten note 
for publication. Nothing. The 
administration cannot be expected 

to change its stance unless the 
student body backs the paper in 
a more steady and open fashion.  
How can students complain about 
free speech restrictions if they 
don’t use the student paper for the 
expression of opinion?  If there 
is reason for protest, the editors 
cannot be expected to fight the 
battles alone.  Indeed, until such 
time as more students demonstrate 
an interest and a willingness to 
have their remarks and opinions 
published, the News staff can be 
written off as nothing but a small, 
disgruntled, and even self-serving 
minority.  After all, a group of six 
or eight contributors can hardly 
make a reliable claim to represent 
the interests of the 400-strong 
Upper School.  
 For many, perhaps, the 
concern is not even over whether 
every voice is being heard, but 
rather that the paper is – in a word 
– “boring.”  But again, how can the 
situation be rectified if critics do 
not choose a more effective forum 
for their opinions than the hallways 
or locker rooms or lunch tables?  
The notion of allowing more 
“interesting” (i.e. controversial) 
material will only be entertained 
if the administration sees that 
the indignation over censorship 
is of a sincere quality, that those 
who feel it are not too lazy or too 
cowardly to venture a steady and 
unrelenting debate, of which the 
newspaper would seem to be the 
most appropriate and efficient 
facilitator.  If this understanding is 
to be realized, the newspaper can’t 

stop being a community affair after 
just a few angry election days in 
May.  

Let the students embrace 
writing for the sake of the 
community of which they are a 
part.  The News would like to 
think that provocative editorial 
comment has graced these pages, 
dealing with everything from 
respect and leadership to underage 
alcohol use and the adolescent 
condition.  Readers disagree quite 
often.  But, again, it is only on the 
rare occasion that a student has 
summoned the gumption and the 
motivation to voice his response 
in writing.  It must be known 
– as an advisor insisted to King 
Xerxes in advance of the Persian 
War – “unless opposing views are 
heard, it is impossible to pick and 
choose between various plans and 
decide which one is best.  All one 
can do is go along with the opinion 
that has [already] been voiced.”  
And indeed, if opposition is not 
formally submitted on a certain 
editorial opinion, then the one who 
originally penned his thoughts on 
the issue will probably continue 
in his chosen vein of thought.  
Lost is the opportunity for him 
to mend his ways, to reconcile 
with the readership, and lost, too, 
is any chance for the community 
to engineer an educated decision 
between multiple viewpoints.  This 
is the sort of stagnation that leads 
to unbridgeable rifts.  If student 
unity is the goal, there is no place 
for silence. 

 C. F.

Speak Up!
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open.  As far as Ms. Brown is concerned, 
the conversations were about more than 
hard work and word choice: “getting 
used to high school, the kinds of friends 
he needed to surround himself with, 
all the things he needed to know, Mr. 
Givens was there ready to give him real, 
man-to-man advice…. Maxwell really 
became a different person last year.”  
 For those who knew him, this last 
assertion seems an emboldening confir-
mation of Mr. Given’s mission.  To posi-
tively impact a life, to make change…for 
the better, to guide, to mold – all com-
prised the fruitful harvest of his work.  
To uplift, to encourage, to respect, to 
lead mind, body, and spirit were his 
humble objectives, the tasks, fueled by 
a genuine sincerity and an ample heart, 
that trumped all the copying, the collat-
ing, the mailing, the late slips.  Quietly 
sown to loom large in the lives that he 
touched, these were the fertile precepts 
that made the man, and helped to make 
men of the boys who knew him.  Ms. 
Brown has seen them flourish in her 

own son, but that does little to keep her 
normally assured voice from trailing as 
she speaks finally the toughest words 
of all:  “he is really a great loss.”  And 
again, as if sensing for the first time the 
implications: “a great loss.”   
  
“Dean Givens was going through 
his own sorrows last year, but he 
was able to use his experience to 
help the boys through their tough 
times…his door was always open 
to the boys”

-Ms. Sandy Williams P’07
 Talk to Ms. Williams, and one finds 
that the loss is, for her, no less great.  
“Dean Givens,” she calls him – not 
because that was actually his title, of 
course, but simply as a mark of the 
affection and respect that she feels is 
his due.  After all, on some level, Mr. 
Givens often found himself doing what 
deans are paid to do, that is ensuring 
a modicum of order, though not in the 
disciplinary sense that might typically 
be inferred.  For the Williams family, 
the school year was marred by the pass-

ing of Douglas’ grandfather, the man 
with whom he shared both his name 
and an uncommonly close relationship.  
For Mr. Givens, the tragedy was the 
sudden death of his father and nephew 
in an accident.  The two were able to 
find strength in each other.  Says Ms. 
Williams, “whenever [Douglas] needed 
someone to talk to, Dean Givens was 
there.  He had such a meaningful rela-
tionship with so many boys.”  

“I could tell he had such a great 
affinity for working with the 
boys, an incredible affinity for 
doing that kind of work…he had 
such a terrific relationship with 
boys and I was so sorry to find out 
that he was moving on”
 -Mr. Moe Preroff P’06

For Mr. Preroff, the memories of Mr. 
Givens’ time at Gilman will always 
include the casual sorts of interactions, 
the sort from which friendships are 
forged.  The two quickly discovered 
a shared enthusiasm for professional 
football, which led them, in turn, to 
some weightier subjects, in what Mr. 
Preroff calls, “plenty of banter back 
and forth about the football teams, 

and about life.”  And when it came time 
to put aside conversation in favor of 
action, when it was necessary to track 
Kirby down for one reason or another 
– Mr. Givens was ready then, too.  Says 
Mr. Preroff, “whatever the need was, 
he was always right there ready to help 
out…that’s the kind of person he is.”  It 
was these sorts of things, so frequently 
going unnoticed, that students and 
parents alike appreciated the most, for 
as Alex Hormozi ’07 realized, the little 
things have a way of adding up: “he just 
did a lot of stuff – necessary stuff, but 
stuff where you’re like, ‘hmmm I wonder 
who does that?’  Well that was him, and 
what he was always doing was helping 
kids – that’s what he did in the end.  He 
helped kids.” 

“Gilman was a paycheck when I 
got there, and it evolved incred-
ibly… it became so much more 
– I actually fell in love with the 
Gilman mission and what Gilman 
was all about.  It was an experi-
ence on a spiritual, emotional, 
and intellectual level, where I 
learned so much about who I 
am.”
 -Mr. Stephen Givens
 

continued from page 1

Givens Story Ends Quietly

The Schmicks. The Smiths. The Culb-
ertsons. The Xanders. The Perkinses. 
The Arnolds. The Bristows. 
The Vishios. Mr. McGill 
often affectionately refers 
to the Gilman commu-
nity as the Gilman family, 
and for many members 
of the Gilman faculty this 
reference is literally true. 
Although many of these 
families are longtime Bal-
timoreans with deep ties 
to Gilman, other faculty 
families develop much more 
quickly. The Sodens/Auer-
swalds are Gilman’s newest 
and fastest growing faculty family. This 
September, for the 3rd time in 4 years, 
Gilman will welcome a new Soden 
to campus as Steve Soden joins his 
sister, librarian Emily Auerswald, and 
brother-in-law, varsity hockey coach 
Bill Auerswald to Gilman.
 Mr. Soden will teach two sections 
each of English 9 and English 10 as well 
as coach varsity hockey and 
JV baseball. He is already 
well acquainted with many 
at Gilman through his part 
time work coaching hockey 
last year which he described 
as “a great experience.” 
The hockey coaching was 
in addition to Mr. Soden’s 
work tutoring in Alexan-
dria, Virginia where he also 
coached softball at a local 
school. The combination of 
athletics and academics at 
Gilman should come natu-
rally. He was an excellent 
athlete in his own right, playing Big 10 
football while in college at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota.
 Gilman attracted Soden for many 
reasons. He was impressed during his 
work with the hockey team by “the work 
ethic of the students and the care and 
time the faculty put in. The kids are 
very determined and really care that 
they succeed both academically and 
athletically.” Not only was the official 
image of Gilman attractive but Soden’s 

inside sources were telling him good 
things as well. “Hearing from my sister” 
says Soden “I got the feeling that there 
lots of great teachers and good students 
who expect good teaching. I hope that I 

can step in and meet these 
expectations.”
 Having two members 
of his family already at 
Gilman will definitely ease 
Soden’s transition. “It will 
make it easier” says Soden 
“it is really nice to always 
have a familiar face around; 
they have been through 
what I am going through.”
 
 For many academics, 
teaching is a chore they do 
so they can head back to 

their office and work on whatever book 
or scholarly article they are currently 
writing. Matthew Honohan, the latest 
addition to the Gilman history depart-
ment, realized that he was the other 
way around. He had studied for years 
as a graduate student at Ohio University 
after getting his bachelor’s from Boston 
College and completed all the course 

work necessary to receive a 
doctorate. All that was left  
was to write a dissertation. 
But at this point, Mr. Hono-
han says that “I decided to 
be a teacher rather than 
write books.”
 Mr. Honohan acted 
upon t his  dec ision by 
accepting a position teach-
ing American history and 
coaching baseball at the 
Wheeler school in Provi-
dence, Rhode Island and 
has been there for the past 
three years. “I am a sports 

junkie at heart. To do history and sports 
and get paid for it is what got me into 
this business.” At Gilman, he will teach 
three sections of junior U.S history, one 
section of modern world, and coach 
Fresh-Soph baseball.
 One of the things that attracted 
Mr. Honohan to Gilman was “the well 
educated faculty.” His  presence on the 
faculty will certainly add to this, as he 
brings to Gilman not only a knowledge 
of the breadth of American history but 

also a deep understanding 
of the history of Ameri-
can international relations 
culled from his years of 
graduate work in that field. 
In accordance with his edu-
cation, Mr. Honohan plans 
to “revitalize Model UN. If 
you are into it, it is the cool-
est thing.”
 
 After spending many 
years at Gilman, one begins 
to take the school’s ideals 
for granted, and even might 
decry the way they are lauded in The 
Season of Life, the Joe Marx book about 
his experience spending a season with 
the Gilman football team. Yet for many 
outside Gilman, the school’s ideals are 
a breath of fresh air in a less-than-per-
fect educational world. José 
Turcios had only vaguely 
heard of Gilman when he 
read The Season of Life  last 
year, but after reading the 
book, he decided that he 
wanted to teach here. “I was 
impressed by the sense of 
camaraderie” says Mr. Tur-
cios “also, I really like the 
idea of educating the whole 
student, in mind, body and 
spirit.”
This year, Mr. Turcios will 
teach Spanish as well as 
coach JV Soccer, Indoor 
Track, and Outdoor Track. Born in El 
Salvador but raised in Los Angeles, 
Mr. Turcios originally came to the mid-
atlantic area so he could attend George-
town University where 
he majored in Spanish 
Literature. He remained 
in the area after college, 
doing casework for Amer-
icorps, volunteer work 
around Washington D.C, 
and most recently teaching 
first grade at Chevy Chase 
Elementary School in the 
Washington suburbs. Mr. 
Turcios was impressed 
with the ability of his 
youngsters last year to pick 
up information and hopes 
that his Gilman lads have 

the same voracity. “First 
graders learn quickly” 
says Mr. Turcios. “We 
will see how it goes with 
the high schoolers. I 
really want to get guys 
excited about speaking 
Spanish.”

 Ken McNish, a 1997 
graduate of Gilman, 
will return this year to 
strengthen a science 
department dealing 
w ith the depar ture 

of two long-tenured members. Mr. 
McNish, who has worked at St. Paul’s 
School for the past two years, attended 
Kenyon College after leaving Gilman, 
but has taken the opportunity to return 
to a place that, in his own words, 

has “housed me a lot 
over the years.” In addi-
tion to teaching both 
biology and physical 
science, Mr. McNish 
plans to work with the 
Indoor and Outdoor 
Track teams, an oppor-
tunity that excites him 
because of his own expe-
rience running track 
at Gilman under some 
of the current coaches. 
Such activities will help 
Mr. McNish achieve one 
of his goals of “getting 

reacquainted with the community.” 
Additionally, the new teacher looks to 
hopefully get involved in some form of 
administrative work, either in the Ath-

letic Department or in 
College Advising, activi-
ties which will help Mr. 
McNish become con-
nected with both the 
members of the faculty 
and the student body. 
Ultimately, the knowl-
edge of and connection 
he had with Gilman 
made returning to the 
school an easy decision. 
Said Mr. McNish, “I’m 
very excited to see the 
changes that Gilman 
has undergone.”

New Teachers
continued from page 1
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Hardy Traveler Gamper With Greetings From England

  Most of you will remember Kenny 
Collings, a student from St. Edwards 
School in Oxford, England who spent 
three weeks attending Gilman last 
March as a participant in the Hardie 
Scholarship Program. Over the summer, 
I fulfilled my part in the exchange when 
I spent five weeks with Kenny at St. 
Edward’s and at his home in the English 
countryside just outside of Henley-on-
Themes. I could write a 20-page paper 
on the trip, but this is a quick overview 
of what I experienced in my travels.
 On June 10, I joined Liz Lauman, 
the RPCS exchange representative, on 
our journey “over the pond.” Just as 
everyone welcomed Kenny with great 
excitement last year, the students and 
faculty at St. Edward’s were eager to 
meet me, taking me in with open arms. 
Unlike Gilman, St. Edward’s is a board-
ing school so I moved into Kenny’s 
dorm, which was called Tilly’s House. 
The other juniors – or “lower sixthers” 
– in the house were all great guys, and 
the whole dorm seemed ready to take 
me under its wing.
 From Friday June 10th to Saturday 
July 2nd, Liz and I went to class as regu-
lar students. Given a choice of courses 
I took Art, English, and Politics. I was 
happy with my selection, and paying 
attention was not hard, especially since 
the periods are only forty minutes in 
length. Additionally, the students had 
recently finished their exams, so classes 
had a very relaxed feel. Along with those 
academic studies, they sent me on a 
great program of day trips. I was able 
to see the numerous castles throughout 
England, and I also went on a two day 
jaunt through Belgium and France.
 For students at St. Edward’s there 
is an athletic requirement just like at 
Gilman. The athletic teams, however, 
meet only three times a week. The other 
two days are spent either relaxing or 
doing another activity, which makes 
for a much more casual athletic experi-
ence overall. To my surprise, one of the 

activities to choose from was baseball. 
I joined the team and was able to give 
them some help in their only game of 
the season against the Oxford Kings 
baseball club. Gilman and St. Edwards 
have track and tennis in common, but 
their main sports at St. Edward’s are 
cricket, rowing, rugby, and field hockey 
(for guys). Soccer apparently is only 
played competitively among public 
schools, and rugby is exclusively for 
private schools. Rugby, however, was 
not in season when I was there. Instead 
I tried to pick up a little cricket. I was 
able to practice with the cricket team 
one day, and I hope to start a cricket 
club this year with what I learned.
 Don’t even begin to think that the 
exchange was all business. I went to 
the Henley Royal Regatta, a world 
famous rowing event and a great Brit-
ish tradition, which is England’s social 
equivalent of Baltimore’s Hunt Cup. 
I also enjoyed the Oxford and Henley 
nightlife. It was great to walk around 
the old cities at night, whereas it would 
be a little sketchy for one to attempt that 
in downtown Baltimore. St Edward’s 
also has a Pub on campus where kids 
over the age of 16 are permitted to 
drink (responsibly). 
I noticed the 
kids over there 
have a respect 
for alcohol that 
you just don’t 
see in America, 
and I think that 
it’s because they 
are exposed to it 
at a younger age 
and in controlled 
settings. I know 
it’s a touchy sub-
ject, but after my 
stay in England I 
think a drinking 
age of 21 actually 

causes more teenagers to drink in the 
wrong ways (i.e - just to rebel against 
the system.) 
  Probably the best thing about the 
students at St Edward’s is that half of 
them are girls, which is a nice thing to 
experience when you from an all-guys’ 
school. I enjoyed spending time with 
the English girls, especially because of 
their accents. I was surprised, however, 
to find how little interaction there was 
between the guys and girls at the school. 
Even between the male students, there 
just wasn’t as much unity among class-
mates as you see at Gilman.
 I went into the exchange excited to 
see what British teenagers were like, 
and I noticed a few things. I would say 
the kids listen to more pop rock music 
where as classic rock seems to be a 
favorite of kids at Gilman. Additionally, 
all the English kids dress more casually 
when they go out wearing jeans and a 
t-shirt, whereas most Gilman students 
tend to go out in khakis and a polo. 

These might sound like very minute 
details to be pointing out, but then to be 
honest what I found was that that they 
are not much different from teenagers 
in Baltimore. In every school there will 
be cliques and fads. St. Edward’s had 
the jocks, the artists, and even “plas-
tics.” Teenagers are teenagers no matter 
where you go, and we all operate the 
same way.
 At the beginning of the summer I 
was eager to see famous things all over 
England, but I realized that the time I 
spent with the great people over there 
was the most valuable part of the trip.  
I had an amazing time on the exchange, 
and I’ve made many friends with whom 
I plan on staying in touch. I urge all of 
you rising juniors to consider applying 
for the Hardie Scholarship.  It certainly 
made my last summer as a Gilman stu-
dent a very memorable one.
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The main quad of St. Edward’s school.  The house where
Charles stayed was right on the quad, so he walked through 
it every day.

Charles with Kenny, his sister, and Mr Collings  
in front of their four-century old dwelling.  

Gamper’s English class at St. Edward’s. They discussed such works as A Streetcar 
Named Desire and an assortment of beatnik literature.
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THE GROUP
Milly BruggerJ.B. Cook
Zoë Dolan

Pete FinneyChris Hoeppner Whitney JohnsonMatt MeddickRachel MeyerSteven RandallAmy RyanRichard Sunderland

 

In June, a group of students eager to 
explore the beauties of antiquity set off 
for Italy for eleven days.  Together, they 
set out to see southern parts of Italy 
such as Sorrento, Napoli, and Amalfi, 
all the while enjoying the remnants of 
the ancient world in Italy. Led by Rev. 
Pietropaoli and Mr. Norton, the group 
spent time enjoying some of the trea-
sures of the ancient Roman world and 
of the contemporary Italian culture. 
Traveling along a path similar to that of 
Aeneas towards the great city of Rome, 
the group had only to enjoy the splendor 
of the sights around them, and (because 
this was real life, not Virgil’s poetry) 
they did not need to worry about the 
great goddess Juno’s fury.  Departing 
from Gilman on June 15, the students 
were eager to find what lay ahead for 
them in beautiful Italy.
 Arriving in Italy after a total of eight 
hours on two planes, the group was 
lead by their trip guide, Teresa, to the 
Phlaegrean Fields and in particular, the 
infamous Lake Avernus, known in the 
ancient world as an entrance to Hades. 
Joined by a friend of Mr. Pietropaoli, 
Daniele Schiavello, who lives in Rome, 
the group continued to see many of 
the wonders they learned about in the 
classroom right in front of their eyes. 
Examples of these wonders include the 
Temple of Apollo, the Sibyl’s Caves, and 
the remnants of the ancient temples at 
Paestum. 
 While taking in all of the ancient 
Roman ruins, the group was also very 
eager to explore the contemporary 
culture of Italy. Going to the beaches 
of the Amalfi Coast and of Capri and 
spending an outrageous five euro for a 
soda were among the cultural experi-
ences to be had. The group was wel-
comed into the house of the Schiavello 
family one evening for dinner, and it 
was marvelous for all of them to enjoy 
the hospitality and kindness of a real, 
charming Italian family, while seeing 
what life is like elsewhere in the world in 
a family environment. Despite all of the 
initial awkwardness of being foreign-
ers, everyone became well acclimated 
to the Italian culture and people by 
interacting with the incredibly friendly 
merchants and by asking several thou-
sands of questions to Daniele, Teresa, 

and Emmanuele, the tour bus driver. By 
the end of the trip, everyone knew full 
well that five euro for a soda was surely 
a tourist trap. 
 Many other intricacies of modern 
Italian culture, however, were harder 
to absorb. For instance, in Italy; it is 
the custom to have reasonably light 
breakfasts with just a roll, some juice, 
and perhaps some fruit, upsetting some 
of the students’ normal routines. Also, 
the students were very surprised to find 
that the popular shorts and flip-flops of 
America were rarely found among the 
Italians. At the end of the day, however, 
the lovely scenery of the countryside of 
Italy won over all the students, as the 
pure beauty of the land made all the 
difficulties worthwhile.  
Pushed on by the ever cheery and 
wonderful tour guide, Teresa, the 
group went on to see the cities of Her-
culaneum and Pompeii which were 
both covered over by the ash from the 
initial eruption of Mt. Vesuvius in 79 
A.D. This experience in particular was 
very special for all because many of the 
ancient buildings and structures were 
fully preserved. It was deeply moving 
to note how ornately and elaborately the 
ancients constructed the buildings. Mr. 
Norton felt that, “having studied about 
these places like Pompeii as a classics 
student in high school and college, it 
made seeing the ruins intact, that much 
more special.” They also went on to see 
the Christian catacombs and the Blue 
Grotto of Capri. The true reason for 
their voyage, however, lay ahead in their 
approach to the great city of Rome.
Rome welcomed the gawking voyag-
ers with open arms, drawing amazed 
stares before the bus got far past the 
city limits. The group saw all of the 
storybook sights of ancient Rome 
– the Circus Maximus, the Via Appia, 
the Roman forum, the Domus Aurea, 
and of course, the Colosseum – come 
to life. Additionally, there was plenty 
of ancient artwork to be seen in the 
Borghese Gardens’ galleries and the 
Capitoline Museums, where the biggest 
hit proved to be the busts of the Gods 
and emperors. 
One of the more important sites seen 
in Rome was the Vatican and specifi-
cally St. Peter’s basilica. The work of 
Michelangelo and Raphael on display 

at the Vatican, including the Sistine 
Ceiling, was particularly breathtak-
ing. After climbing the almost endless 
staircase to the top of the dome of St. 
Peter’s Basilica, the group had possibly 
the most memorable experience of the 
whole trip; they were lucky enough to 
see the new pope return to the Vatican 
up close and in person. They all stood 
awe-struck as the Swiss Guard marched 
out to greet the pope and as masses of 
people gathered in the square around 
them to welcome the pope back. Finally, 
Pope Benedict XVI arrived and the 
group counted themselves among the 
masses waving to the new pope, com-
pleting an experience that will last a 
lifetime. 

Following Aeneas: Gilman, RPCS Team up On Italy Trip

BY WHITNEY JOHNSON

The group bonded well throughout 
the trip.  At first, there were some who 
were nervous, but their concerns were 
pushed aside at once by the energy 
of Mr. Pietropaoli and Mr. Norton. 
Together with Teresa, these two incred-
ible leaders provided an organized 
itinerary for every day to maximize the 
experience. Whether it was enjoying 
Italian gelati or listening to Beethoven’s 
9th Symphony on the Capitoline Hill or 
just enjoying the pleasures of Rome, the 
whole group moved together, amazed by 
the scope of what they saw and finding 
perhaps what Virgil meant when he 
wrote, “Quantae molis erat Romanam 
condere gentem. (How hard it was to 
found the Roman race.)

En route to a day at the beach at the Amalfi Coast in Southwestern Italy, the 

group elected to pull the bus over and have a picture taken with the stunning 

terrain (beaches and mountains) in the background

Top: Midway through their journey, the group got a chance to see the 
fantastic ruins left by the eruption of Vesuvius at Pompeii and Hercu-
laneum.  Bottom: The group paused at Tarquinia in northern Italy, the 
site of many pre-Roman graves
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Christian Flow ‘06 wilts as Patrick Gillece ‘06 applies pressure. Coaches 
Heubeck and Seal look on.  (Photo by Jonathan Koch)

 Early in the morning on August 15, 
2005, the soccer program started its 
preseason practices in preparation for 
the upcoming fall season. With a dif-
ficult schedule at the beginning of the 
year, the team hopes to come out strong 
very early against perennial power-
houses McDonogh, Mt. St. Joe, Loyola, 
and Curley, the team’s first four league 
games. It will very difficult to fill the 
shoes of the graduating class of 2005, 
but with hard work and determination, 
the team will hopefully be able to return 
to last year’s success. 
 
Returning Starters
 Despite the loss of many key players 
from the past season, the Gilman Var-
sity squad returns a skilled core from 
the 2004 starting crew.
 Sean Murphy: One of the senior 
tri-captains and arguably the hardest 
working player in the league hopes 
to have another strong season at the 
forward position. With a fellow speedy 
forward, freshman Cooper Brown, 
Gilman looks to have one of the most 
threatening front lines in the confer-
ence.
 Paul McBride: The second of the 
senior captains looks to come out strong 
and help lead the young squad. With 
tremendous foot skills and speed, he 
is looking to anchor the team in the 
middle of the field, and win every ball 
he can get. Paul has large shoes to fill, 
replacing Paul Stack as the player who 
has free range across the field.
 David Song: The very intense and 
skilled midfielder always seems to be in 
the right place at the right time. Great 
foot skills and knowledge of the game 
helps him as one of the key players on 
this 2005 squad.
 Will Frew: The final of the senior 
captains and second year goalie hopes 
to be a strong force in the net. He looks 
forward to leading the young and inex-
perienced defense in front of him.

Players to Watch
 Veterans from last year’s squad 
hoping to fill the spots of the graduates 
include Pat Gillece, Zak Wolf, Luke 
Redmond, David Fitzpatrick, and Pat 
McQuestion. In addition to these vet-
erans, a number of underclassmen will 
be counted on to contribute in major 
roles. These players consist of freshmen 
Cooper Brown and Greg McBride, as 
well as sophomores Evan Redwood, Giff 
Brooks, and Danny Jun. Key seniors 
who have stepped up from last year’s 
JV squad include Robert Weise and Will 
Kiegler. 

The 2004 Season
 Last year started out slow for the 
Varsity crew with many tough losses 
early. But with time, players started to 
shine in key roles, turning the season 
around, surprising numerous teams 
throughout the MIAA. Gilman finished 
5th at the end of the regular season, 
earning a playoff sport and a chance 
to knock out 4th seeded Loyola in the 
quarterfinals. A stunning 3-0 victory 
in front of hundreds of fans launched 
Gilman to the semifinals, which the 
Greyhounds had not made in a decade. 
However, in the semis, the team lost to 
the eventual champions of the league, 
McDonogh. 

The 2005 Season
 Coach Jon Seal, the 2004 Baltimore 
City Coach of the Year, hopes to return 
to the glory of last year’s season with 
hard work and determination. The team 
may not be the most skilled team in 
the league, but the effort given in every 
game will make the difference. Coach 
says, “Nobody is expecting any thing 
out of us, so we are hoping to turn some 
heads.” The team hopes to send waves 
through the MIAA and establish itself 
as a consistant team that can always 
make a run for the championship. 

BY WILL FREW

Fall Sports Preview: Soccer, Football

BY ROBERT WIESE

 The Varsity football team began 
practice on August 20th (a bit late this 
year, as the squad’s first game was 
cancelled) and has since been fighing 
its way through full-day marathons 
of relentless practices and strategy 
meetings.   With a tough opening date 
against DeMatha on September 9th, 
the team knows it will have no room for 
relaxation once the season gets going.  
Nevertheless, a second consecutive 
MIAA championship is a viable and 
oft-posited goal.

Returning Seniors
 Brian Carroll, Kevin Carroll, Bobby 
Davis, Kevin Doyle, Barney Ehrmann, 
Reggie Fugett, Jeff Hardy, David John-
son, Alex Kameen, Adam Kovars, Zach 
Lander-Portnoy,  Sean Maczka, Aaron 
Moreland, Teddy Minch, Sam Novey, 
Daniel Perkins, Sean Price, Colin Rice, 
Gabe Shaya, Will Shikani,  Marco Sim-
mons

Players to Watch
 Brian Carroll: He has exceptional 
knowledge of the defensive system as a 
three year starter who called the defen-
sive plays last year.
 Barney Ehrmann: Another three 
year starter, Barney’s massive size and 
lean frame allow him to be quicker than 
other large opponents
 Ben Eaton: A middle linebacker, 
Ben started last year. He is still learn-
ing the defense but should start calling 
defensive plays this year.
 Sean Price: Sean is an obvious 
choice for a player to watch. He is 
getting offers from several Division 
I colleges and is arguably one of the 
best backs in the state. Big and fast, he 
breaks tackles with ease, and should 
have a great season.
 Chris Burnette: Only a sopho-
more, Chris is over 250 lbs and has been 
impressing all of the coaches this pre-

season. Despite suffering a concussion 
before the season openor, Chris should 
make a big impact in his second year.
 Dave Jablonski: This massive 
junior made the varsity team as a fresh-
man and got considerable playing time 
last year. He will almost certainly build 
on this performance this upcoming 
season.

2004 Season
 Senior Gabe Shaya characterized last 
season as nothing short of “an obvious 
success.”  The team went 9-1, with the 
only blemish coming against DeMatha, 
the team that the Greyhounds will host 
for the season opener.  The success was 
capped with a championship in spite of 
the fact that, says Shaya, “the team was 
not highly regarded before the season.

2005 Season 
 The schedule is very difficult, includ-
ing dates with nationally ranked pow-
erhouses DeMatha, McDonogh, and 
St. Joe’s Prep (PA).  In some preseason 
polls, however, the Greyhounds have 
themselves been ranked as high as first 
in the state.  With experienced seniors 
and Coach Poggi at the helm, anything 
less than another championship would 
be a bit of a disappointment.

With Coach Biff Poggi watching, the team hits the blocking sleds on the 
lower fields. (Photo by Jonathan Koch) 

UPCOMING DATES:
September 7 - at Mt. St. Joe’s 4:00 (soccer) September 17 - at St. Joe’s Prep (PA) 7:00 (football)
September 9 - Loyola 4:00 (soccer)  September 19 - at John Carroll 4:00 (soccer) 
September 9 - DeMatha 4:00 (football)  September 21 - at Calvert Hall 4:00 (soccer)
September 14 - at Curley 4:00 (soccer)  September 24 - at Georgetown Prep 10:00 (soccer)
September 16 - St. Paul’s 4:00 (soccer)  September 24 - at Georgetown Prep 1:00 (football) 
September 17 - at Boy’s Latin 11:00 (soccer)

Ben Eaton, a player to watch, car-
ries the ball in a preseason session
(Photo by Jon Koch)
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Fall Sports Preview: Water Polo, Cross Country

BY MATT MILLEMANN

  Even though Gilman’s Cross-Coun-
try team lost crucial starters such as 
Ben Small, Robert Benitez, and Pat-
rick Benitez, there are many returning 
runners and new members ready to 
fill their shoes. This year, the team’s 
keys to success are their dedication 
and preparation over the summer, as 
well as their commitment to doing the 
mileage, and pushing themselves and 
their teammates. This summer seven 
runners attended the Gold Medal camp 
- am organized, cross-country intensive 
training session - at Dartmouth, which 
goes to show how serious the team is 
about winning this year.

Returning Varsity Members
 Patrick Fiske, Jonathan Koch, Austin 
Redwood 

Runners to Watch
 Austin Redwood: Injured for most 
of last season, Redwood has always 
possessed an innate talent for distance-
running.  After turning in a few sub-five 
minute miles in MIAA competition, he 
seems to have recovered well from his 
health setbacks and has returned for the 
cross-country season ready to lead.    
 Jonathan Koch: Another captain, 
Koch’s training has always been worthy 
of admiration - he spends the summer 
working up to a 40-45 mile week that 
prepares his body for the pounding of 
the rugged MIAA courses.  
 Sam Jackson: One of the brightest 
spots this season could be Jackson, a 
converted soccer player, who has never 
run cross country.  Since middle-school 
Jackson has awed classmates with his 
quiet but versatile speed, which has 
since come to the forefront as he distin-
guished himself as one of the premier 
middle-distance runners in the MIAA 
during the winter and spring track sea-

sons.  Jackson was a key part of a 4x800 
team that attended the Penn Relays in 
May, and finished second at the spring 
championships to superstar McDonogh 
runner Tristram Thomas in the mile.  
His training regimen, which he began 
immediately after the end of the spring 
season has included many extended, 
timed runs to prepare him for the rigors 
of the longer cross-country course.
 Patrick Fiske: As a freshman Fiske 
impressed the team, using his superior 
stamina to grind opponents down.  He 
was injured for much of the spring track 
season but recovered to turn in a few 
strong performances in the 2-mile at the 
final meets of the season.  The injury has 
only motivated him to train harder.
 Ben Deford: One of the aces of a 
2005 Middle School Track team that 
proved to be among the best in recent 
memory, Deford will make his presence 
felt at once.

The 2004 Season
 Highlights of last season include the 
defeat of perennial power Curley, in 
which each member of the team showed 
exceptional heart and ran extraordi-
narily well. Another highpoint in the 
season was the championship meet, 
where each runner really stepped up to 
the challenge. 

The 2005 Season
 This year, the team is primed for a 
season that should build on last season’s 
relative succes (a record of 3-5 was the 
best in the last four years). Accord-
ing to Coach Duncan, “The Gilman 
cross-country team feels very positive 
about the upcoming season, they have 
really put in the time and the mileage 
that is necessary to have a successful 
season.”   

UPCOMING DATES:
September 8 - McDonogh 5:00 (Water Polo)    September 17 - Gilman Challenge TBA (Water Polo)
September 8 - John Carroll 4:00 (Cross Country)   September 18 - Gilman Challenge TBA (Water Polo)
September 10 -Spike Shoe Invitational at Johns Hopkins  September 19 - Calvert Hall 5:00 (Water Polo)
                           University (Cross Country)    September 20 - Loyola 4:00 (Cross Country)
September 13 - Spalding/Curley at Curley 4:00 (Cross Country) September 22 - Mt. St. Joe 5:00 (Water Polo)
September 14 - at Loyola 5:00 (Water Polo)    September 27 - Mt. St. Joe 4:00 (Cross Country)

 The water polo training schedule is  
unforgiving, beginning with a condi-
tioning regimen, followed by treading 
in various positions aimed at honing 
blocking technique.  The two-hour ses-
sions typically conclude with strategy, 
passing and shooting.  None of that may 
be enough, however, to bring success to 
a water polo team that weathered the 
loss of seniors Andrew Clark and Chris 
Lin.

Returning Varsity
 Tyler Pacy, Mak Mendelson, Chris 
Lin, Andrew Milto

Players to Watch
 Hahn Je: An alternate on the junior 
Olympic team, Hahn uses his incredible 
bulk to his advantage.  Not only is he 
blessed with a powerful shot, but also 
he is big and strong enough that, says  
teammate Albert Hong,  “nobody can 
bring him down.”  Je will be anchoring 
the offense this year as  “the hole player” 
– the man who sets up in the center and 
takes most of the shot.  Although he was 
on the JV last year, he is described as 
having “developed his skills” in several 
summer sessions in Annapolis with the 
Navy Polo training program.
 Andrew Nelson: The skinny, 
brown-haired freshman is known as a 
“ pure swimmer.  He is very fast in the 
pool, and a solid defender who knows 
how to use his  stamina to wear down 
opponents.
 Tyler Pacy: Known as “the sharp-
shooter” it will fall to Pacy to take the 
outside shots this year.  Says Clark, a 
former player, “people will underesti-
mate his ability because he’s small-ish, 
and he’ll be left uncovered, which will 
give him opportunities.”  

2004 Season
 The Varsity went winless through 
15 matches, the JV won only two of its 
fourteen.  In many cases, it seems, the 

team was simply overmatched.  Clark 
recalls hosting a Calvert Hall team that 
runs four-hour practices throughout 
the summer with lifting sessions on the 
side.  Says he, “they filled our stands.  
They had purchased a 2004 MIAA 
Championship Banner, and Champi-
onship t-shirts before the season even 
began, and the mothers all had little 
pins that said things like’my son is #20.”      
Fan support aside, the Gilman team 
was simply short of personnel.  With 
no subs, teams like Loyola were able “to 
swim circles around [them].  And while, 
Clark says,  “we put in the effort,” it just 
didn’t translate into the game as well as 
the team would have liked.  

2005 Season
 The outlook, to be frank, is not posi-
tive.  “Hopefully,” says Albert Hong, “ 
we can prove that we can be better than 
we were last year.”  The facts, unfortu-
nately, are bleak.  A lot of people have  
quit, including the seniors Clark and 
Lin, and the Varsity goalkeeper Ryan 
Fackler.   Je, the projected star of this 
year’s team, participated in only two 
varsity games last season, tallying 
several ejections and zero goals.  Says 
Clark, “I’d probably call it a rebuilding 
year…until there’s more interest I really 
don’t think its going anywhere” 

ASSEMBLED BY CHRISTIAN FLOW
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Fall Sports Preview: Volleyball

Players of the Varsity team take a quick breather as they meet with 
Coach Gabbey between drills. (Photo by Jonathan Koch) 

 Kevin Niparko ‘08 makes a dig as Coach Gabbey looks on and volley-
ball practice swirls around him. (Photo by Jonathan Koch)

UPCOMING DATES:
September 7 - at AACS 4:00    September 16 - at Boy’s Latin 5:00   September 29 - at Mt. St. Joe 5:00
September 9 - Towson Catholic 4:15  September 22 - C Milton Wright 5:30  September 30 - Bel Air HS 3:30 
September 12 - at St. Francis 4:00   September 26 - Loyola 5:30   October 6 - Calvert Hall 5:30
September 14 - Spalding 4:15   September 19 - at Calvert Hall 5:00   October 10 - Penfield Tournament TBA

Weightroom Renovations

Some of the new state of the art equipment:
Cardio Equipment:     Circuit Training:
Tru ZTX Treadmill      Cybex Eagle Chest Press  Cybex Arc Trainer 
Tru Recumbent bike      T-Bar Row     Cybex Eagle Leg Press

HC Fluid Rower      Quantum Power Crunch 1500

 The newly renovated weightroom features brand new Cybex and Tru equipment such as the Cybex Eagle machines (left) and the Tru bikes (right).  
The extended windows that the bikes face (right) are yet another feature of the renovations. (Photos by David Fine)

The 2005 edition of the Gilman Vol-
leyball team began tryouts on the 17th 
of August with very high hopes. After 
finalizing the rosters on the 19th, the 
team continued to practice daily, often 
twice a day, in preparation for their first 
match on September, 7th.  A new wrin-
kle this year comes with the decision of 
the MIAA to introduce a player known 
as a “libero” to league play.  The libero 
wears a jersey of a different color than 
those of his teammates, and competes 
as an exclusively back row player who 
can come into the game for any player 
in the back row to assist with defense, 
without having the switch count as a 
regular substitution.  The libero cannot 
assist an attack (i.e – a spike, a motion 
to put the ball over the net) nor can he 
attack himself.

Returning Varsity: Brendan Gunning, 
David Marshall, Billy Matthews

Players to Watch:
Billy Matthews: Matthews received a 
lot of playing time last year and will be 
serving this year as the team’s starting 
outside hitter.  A teammate praises him 
for “great passing, good at receiving 
serves, good at hitting.”
Edward Wiese:  A rising sophomore, 
Wiese is developing into a strong young 
hitter.  Twisting his wiry physique for 
leverage,  “he gets high and hits hard…
down.”  Said David Marshall ’06, “it’s 
been kind of an eventual curve to the 

level he’s at now, and this year he just 
smokes the ball.”
J.B Cooke: Cooke is a very strong defen-
sive player, who will play mostly back 
row as a digger.  If he plays any front 
row, it will be primarily for blocking 
purposes (this is where his basketball 
background comes in handy.)  He might 
see some time at libero.

2004 Season: In 2004, the Greyhounds 
had great success in only their second 
year in MIAA competition. They played 
to a 10-5 record, with 4 of those five 
losses coming to perennial powerhouses 
John Carroll and Loyola. The team, led 
by captains Pell George ’05 and Hal 
Turner ‘05, made it all the way to the 
semifinals before losing a heartbreak-
ing match, hinging on a single point, to 
John Carroll.

2005 Season:
In their 2005 campaign the Greyhounds 
will continue to compete in the MIAA 
“A” conference, and look to be once 
again a force with which to be reckoned. 
As Mr. Gabbey says, “both Varsity and 
JV squads are loaded, maybe with even 
more firepower than last year.”  This is 
particularly surprising, given the fact 
that the varsity squad graduated 9 of 
13 players last year.  Still, with this 
confident approach, the Varsity Volley-
ball team looks to finally overcome the 
roadblocks of John Carroll and Loyola 
and advance to their first MIAA title.

BY CHRISTIAN FLOW
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